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have also lost culture in other ways. In 1774, when the
island was visited by Captain Cook, the inhabitants had
canoes* which they used for fishing., though these are
described as Very leaky5. They now have no canoes at
all* and fish by swimming (Ethnosj 1937, p. 106). It does
not appear that their loss of the art of canoe-building is
attributable to Europeans.
Another fact, a very striking one, is that on Easter Island
are found inscriptions on wooden plaques in a form of
picture-writing, which shows a resemblance to some ancient
types of Asiatic picture-writing. The present inhabitants
neither make nor understand these inscriptions, but their
existence suggests that not only the Easter Islanders, but
all the Polynesians, were once familiar with picture-writing,
though none of them have now any knowledge of it.
The reputation of the Maoris of New Zealand, the southern-
most of the Polynesians, stands high, but it seems clear that
their culture was declining before the arrival of the Euro-
peans. It is long since they lost the art of carving in jade,
an art in which their ancestors were very proficient. Dixon
(Building of Cultures., p. 280) says that 'the Polynesians in
their eastward drift into the Pacific lost textiles, pottery, and
metal-working, and gave up the use of the bow*. The loss
of pottery may in some cases be due to the lack of suitable
clay, but the rest are examples of what always happens to
people who lose contact with the centres of civilization.
Rivers (Westermarck's Festkrift, pp. 112-13) discusses
the distribution of pottery in Melanesia, and tells us that
it was once much more extensive than it is now.
'Fragments of pottery are found scattered about in
Malikolo and Pentecost, in neither of which pottery is now
used. . . . In Leper's Island (Omba) Glaumont has found
coarse potsherds lying nine feet below the surface, and in
Ambrym pottery has been found accompanying an ancient

